
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The decisive hour which often unites earnest men more firmly than
________________ years had come to both.
1.

(previous/many)many previous

__________________ events took place in the West.2. (important/other)Other important

Of this system Australia forms the ________________ feature.3.
(great/central)

great central

A long time ago a little town made up of a collection of low huts stood in a
_____________ valley at the foot of a cliff.
4.

(tiny/green)tiny green

Behind him was a ___________ farmhouse in beautiful grounds.5. (old/fine)fine old

He was very pale, ______________ man!6. (poor/little)poor little

_____________ eyes shone with a confident reassurance.7. (clear/gray)Clear gray

The walls are of the ___________ granite.8. (red/same)same red

Evidently the ________________ method was to dodge her.9.
(only/possible)

only possible

Through these embryo defects shone _______________ qualities.10.
(several/fine)

several fine

His _____________ hair was very lightly touched with grey, and a
frequent kindly smile played on his lips.
11.

(dark/brown)
dark brown

Though he mistakes his ________________ character in the aggregate,
yet he gives it to you in the detail.
12.

(own/political)
own political

The ______________ lines represent the booms of the sails.13.
(black/thick)

thick black

Wherever many closely allied yet distinct species occur,
________________ forms and varieties of the same species likewise occur.
14.

(doubtful/many)
many doubtful
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I have said no _____________________ thing: for I do not mean the
assertion to extend to things moral.
15.

(intellectual/great)
great intellectual

Though she had slept well during the ___________ nights, on this one
slumber deserted her.
16.

(past/few)
past few

There is no evidence that the ___________________ woman was more
difficult to comprehend than the Egyptian man.
17.

(Egyptian/ancient)
ancient Egyptian

He was leaning upon a ______________ post.18. (rude/wooden)rude wooden

Its __________________ use in this fast age is to give one an idea of
distance and of monotony.
19.

(great/practical)
great practical

At the landing I was greeted by ______________ faces.20. (new/several)several new
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